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ROSWELL
VOLUME 5.

DAILY

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

RECORD.

EVENING, MAY 15 1907
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ganization.
AGAINST SALOON CLAUSE
Despite the fact that both the Re
IS UNCONSTITUTIONAL.
publican and Democratic parties had
Hold Drainage Conference.
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Memphis, Tenn., May 15. Dele
of the District court ruled today
gates from various parts of Tennes
enact such a law, the state legislature
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for the reason thiat the charter ex
conference in the assembly hall of the
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the recreant legislators of their du
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W
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prohibition
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came
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The
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be made highly productive by
gle in all history. The mine owners
its within the city where saloons can
Already much work
this means.
be conducted and prohibits them out
sowed the seed of defiance to law
this direction has been accomplished
side of those limits, but exempts Wash
in the drainage districts of Arkansas
and reaped the whirlwind of revolu
lngton Park, which is owned by the
tion. The anarchists in red shirts and
and Mississippi.
These districts are
the anarchists in broadcloth joined St. Louis Judge Denies the Oil Trust city, from tne operation of the prohi The Specific Charge in the Indictment
formed by action of the state legisla
bition clause. The matter was bro'
and the battle was fought to Officer a Writ of Habeas Corpus.
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a
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Adams, one to the U. S. Circuit Court central building at the Roswell Tent E A. Cahoon. Dr. W. W Phillips. F.
and many of those who raade her ac blood the history of the western war
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made its report.
C. Hunt, Joe McCain, Grover Cottrag-ham- ,
Appeals and one to the U. S. Su- City,
of
s
quaintance deeply regret her death. of the classes. According to the
of a mile west
Norfolk, Va., May 15. This is Red preme
Percy Evans.
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then
Court. The
Harry Orchard, he alone Men's day at the Jamestown exposiThe funeral will be held tomorrow confession of twenty-fivof St. Mary's Hosptial, has been com
e
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Other
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in
sum
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bond
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to
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ted
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several
tion
and
menced and will add greatly to thf filled by official prominent members
Las Vegas. N. M.. May 15. The morning at ten o'clock from the Tent Colorado at the behest of the "inner of that order from all over Virginia $20,000 on each appeal.
other
New Mexico department of the Grand City, Rev. John Murray officiating, circle" of the federation.
comfort of patients. The structure will of
and surrounding states are taking part
the order as follows:
array ot the Republic began its
Knowledge of the Colorado war. In
be a
and interment will be made in the
frame building, 24x
arranged
in
their
celebration
the
AND
FOUR
HUNDRED
ONE
G. P. Biedleman, scorer.
annual encampment here Sooth Side Cemetery. Mr. Runyan and which Governor Peabody and General honor. A parade of the Red Men
2 feet with a ten foot porch extend
TEEN CARS OPERATING.
Drs. Klnsinger and Joyner, coaches.
this morning and will continue in
Sherman Bell attained fame, is nec through the grounds was a feature of
ng all around it. It will be divided
session two days. An open meeting little son will continue to make Ros- essary to a correct understanding of the exercises.
Cal., May 15. One
Francisco,
San
L. K. McGaffey, pig tail.
opera
Duncan
held
nto
in
rooms,
the
will be
well their home.
two of them bed
three
tne present case. As a result of this
o
of the
cars
A. M. Robertson, consoler.
hundred
and
fourteen
house this evening, when addresses
war scores of union and
Mansfield to Visit Europe.
United Railroads are being operated rooms and the other a pleasure room
W. E. Wiseley. chief rooter of mag
of welcome will be delivered by the FINANCIAL CONDITION OF
miners were killed and hundreds of
15.
Mans
May
Richard
York.
20x24
New
feet,
gathering
for
place
the
mayor and others. The business meet
aphone corps (e).
VETERANS IS GOOD. members of the Western Federation field, who has been ill for some time on seven lines in the city today, the of the patients.
Ing of the department will be held
f Miners were confined in bull pens will sail today for Europe in the hope routes being the same as yesterday,
Dr. J. H. Jenkins, chief surgeon
12. The fi
May
New
La..
Orleans.
Departo
tomorrow in Woodmen .ball.
even worse than those established in of recovering his health. The famous except that the Haight
1906
Unit
line
street
of
nancial
will
statement
the
for
be on hand with plenty of heave
ment Commander W. D. Bruntoa is ed Confederate Veterans was issued Idaho by Governor Steun?nberg. The actor will be accompanied
Elks Hold Interesting Meeting.
by nis
cure.
extended from Nineteenth avenue
presiding at the meeting.
sup
military
authority
iron
rules
of
by
Lodge
Roswell
of Elks met last
here yesterday, with a note added
wife and son. They will go to London
Tom White will play the game over
the finance committee that "it is both planted civil law and men were impriat for a short stay and will then tour to the Cliff House. The United Rail night in regular session and the reGreat Textile Meeting Opens.
state
deported
soned
and
from
the
se
no
Company
n the evening in front of the Grand
make
road
officials
gratifying."
crano.au.
and
surprising
"that
Dr. Floyd
continent.
the
inmaining
officers,
not
Philadelphia, May 15. With over neither the and
heretofore
strong cret of their Intention to
their stalled, were put
Central.
finance committee nor the he will of the Gallant General Bell.
2.000 visitors in attendance, making association had a right to expect such It was as a result of this warfare that Mr. Mansfield's physician, has his enin their places, the
to
cancel
actor
any
advised
ly
the
of
of
operatives
lives
o
if
the
(It
the largest textile meeting ev- an altogether satisfactory showing."
he Western Federation of Miners gagements for nexr, season and take
complete list now being as follows: $
aner held In America, the eleventh CotIn a complete rest. That Mansfield does hem are sacrificed.
became a Socialistic organization.
E.
Adjt.
report
Gen.
Is
by
Wm.
The
A.
Ruler,
Hanny;
Exalted
Esteemed
IN THE SOCIAL WORLD.
nual convention of the American
9
t.hf words of .the Rev. Washington not intend to accept this advice is evi
Mickle of Mobile. It shows a bal Gladden:
Leading Knight, Claud Hobbs:
Es- ton Manufacturers association opened ance
"If Socialism ever becomes denced by the fact that he has already KILLING FROSTS OVER
Dec.
of
on
SI,
1906.
bank
in
the
room
of
the $1,124.47. This balance is the feature dominant in this country Its advocat
this morning in the ball
Mrs. G. A. Richardson entertained
PARTS OF NEBRASKA. eemed Loyal Knight, G. P. Biedle
eiven Ben D. Stevens a check in tun
man: Esteemed
Belle vue Stratford hotel and was call of the report especially complimented ed will point to Governor Peabody for next year's salary in order to re
Lecturing
Knight. this afternoon
and will entertain
15.
weath
May
The
Omaha,
Neb.,
ed to order by president Arthur H. because up to a short time previously and Adjutant General Bell, and the tain his services as manager.
er bureau reports killing fro3ts over G. S. Moore; Secretary. Percy Evans; again tomorrow afternoon at her home
Lowe, whoso annual address was a the association had been in debt. The Citizens' alliance of Telluride and
central and western
Nebraska last Treasurer, J. S. Lea; Esquire, F. C. on West Seventh street complimen
feature of the session. Addresses Ed-of total expenditures for 1906 was $5- - Cripple Creek and the people wno LAMB CROP OVER
ONE HUNDRED PERCENT. night, and light frosts over the east- Hunt; Tiler, W. W. Pitts: Chaplain. tary to her sister, Mrs. A. H. Rocka-fellow- ,
welcome were made by Governor
forged the weapons with which it won
853.13.
Santa Fe New Mexican.
win Stuart on behalf of the state, and
A. Graham; Inner Guard, E. W.
The Adjutant General reported that ts first great battle."
of Michigan, and Mrs. J. H.
ern portion of the state. Snow fell
Mayor J. E. Reyburn for the city of he had sufficient funds to print the
Whoever may be guilty of the Raising field peas for fattening sheep
Titchell. After the business session Beckham, Jr., of Artesia. A party of
many
along
points
an
morning
becoming
this
at
hogs
and
for
is
market
Philadelphia.
minutes of one Confederate reunion crimes perpetrated during the Colora
This afternoon the visitors will which had never before .been printed. do war, it was the rapacity of .the important industry in the San Luis the Missouri river. Dead wood. S. D.. loe Howard, of Portales, and H. A. lady friends are her guests each af
ternoon.
spend at the cotton and textile expoMine owners that caused it. Although Valley according to T. Z. Witer who reports two feet of snow. The heavy ..ay were initiated into the order.
TERRIBLE DEATH
sition In the First Regiment armory, MEET AND
is generally believed that members returned last evening from his ranch
t
redays
are
winds
three
the
last
of
says
START HEAVENWARD.
which was opened Monday under the
LARGE COPPER FIND
the Western Federation of Miners near Monte Vista, Colorado. He
Mrs. Ralph M. Parsons entertained
Shreveport, La., May 12. A Tele of
auspices of the association. A theater
were involved in many episodes of that the prospects are very encourag- ported to have blown the green
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terror,
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Ruston reports that a dynamite bomb have ever been convicted of any ser s an abundance of water which prac ing section, the invasion being mad-iafternoon at her hospitable home on
One
the annual banquet tomorrow night.
the
most
important
of
miner
was exploded this morning under the ious offense, despite the utmost en- tically insures full crops.
Prominent men who will address the home
large portions not heretofore in- al discoveries ever made in New Mex- - North Pennsylvania avenue. Four of
negro, killing deavors of the state officials. Aside
of Sam Oook,
Mr. Winter went to his ranch about
co was that made bv Peter Larsen in these interesting domino games were
convention to mot row include
his wife, two daughters, 10 and from the confession of Harry Orchard
month ago to be present during fested.
twenty
the Cimarron canon about
Leslie H. Shaw, President Fin-ley- , Oook.
12 years old,
a baby 3 years old
lambing season which is now over
miles west of here some few days ago played and the ladles greatly enjoy
of the Southern railway; Gover- Another personandwas badly hurt and little or no evidence has been discov the
The point at which the discovery was ed them, as well as the delicious
ered to lead to a belief .that Presi- in that locality. He is well satisfied NO STRIKE ON THE
Governor
nor Comer, of Alabama:
three escaped. The bodies of Cook dent Moyer or Secretary Haywood ad with his lamb crop which he says
& RIO GRANDE. made is in a small side canon abo'it punch that was served meanwhile. AfDENVER
Glenn of North Carolina, and Congress and
lodged
a
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per
in
wife
his
found
cent. He
amounted to 110
feet from the
man A. S. Burleson, of Austin, Tex. tree some distance from the house. vised or countenanced the commis one
terwards refreshments were served.
Denver. Colo.. May 15. There will of hundred
thousand ewes. During the severe
sion of any overt acts. Following the
the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain & ompleting the pleasure of the after
o
&
on
Rio
Denver
no
bomb
was
beheaded.
baby
The
the
strike
The
be
treaty of peace, snow storon in April some of the
railway. At a depth of only
Pacific
conclusion
of
the
Undertakers in Hot Springs.
exploded by an electric battery. many members of the federation were lambs died but not as many as he had Grande railroad. The officials of the five feet Mr. Larsen discovered
a noon. For the occasion the Parsons
Hot Springs, Ark.. May 15. The was wires were discovered
after the placed on trial for various crimes. anticipated.
copper
body
virgin
home was tastefully decorated with
large
men
of
that
representatives
the
of
and
road
Arkansas Funeral Directors' asso- The
explosion. No one appears to know but none were ever convicted.
Dur- Mr. Winter has had 300 acres of his got together last night and reached runs rich in the metal, and he is now roses and sweet peas, making a fittsesciation commenced a four days'opera
any reason for such a crime.
of
peas
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which
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e
ng
field
in
trials,
in
which
union
ori
of these
ranch
engaged in sinking on
ore to dis ing scene for this festive occasion.
sion fca the Central Avenue
The entire town Is endeavoring to miners were
charged with attempting he will let his sheep run in the fall. a definite agreement to that effect. cover its full volume. the
adhouse this morning. The annual
run down the perpetrators.
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conclusion
peas
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a
a
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s
to
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Holder-nesimportant
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That the find is
dress of the president, Harry
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The newly organized dancing club
to the exact terms of settlement, it cannot be doubted, for its proximity
Florence & Cripple Creek railroad. thev do not have to be harvested.
of Pine Bluff, was the feature of
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Graham left this Charles M. McKinney, a witness for
following
not
men
should
was agreed that the
to the railroad and its evident rich gave another party in the Sheridan
Man Fell Off Bridge Into Ditch.
the opening session. The
Corpus Christi. Texas, the prosecution, broke down and conmorning
for
three days will be devoted to papers where Mrs. Graham is seeking bene- fessed that he had been hired by the
A few nights ago a citizen (who go out. It is announced that within ness render it easy of access for ship building last night. It was largely at
and lectures on embalming and allied fit from the lower altitude. She will Colorado Mine Owners' association to was not drunk) missed tne Driage two days the details of settlement ping purposes. Many prospectors have tended and every guest
reports a
entertainoccasional
topics,
visited the place and pronounce the good time. Good music was furnished
with
Mr. wreck the train and place the respon- be gone two or three months.
arranged.
sides
male
west
will
Both
just
be
irrigation
ditch
over
the
gravity
the
one
find
promising
most
in
to
relieve
of
ment features
Graham will return at once.
ibitity on the union. The case was of the depot and fell into the water. concessions, the exact nature of New Mexico. the
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wfcsjb!: they are sure
winning side. What is the Inevitable
re suit of such a eoajsse? 'ix these
men- accomplish anything except their
own selfish ends, and can they, when
looking back upon their careers, flat
ter themselves that, on tne wnoie,
they have been of any benefit to their
fellow men? Can they say that their
lives have counted one way or another, or that they have secured much
If any satisfaction out of them even
to themselves?
But, my friends, the number of cantankerous, straddling and vindictive
men, the number of compromisers and
timid people, who are willing to let
others think for .them and to adopt
e
ideas, is
other people'srapidly diminishing In New Mexico.
The number has diminished here in
Albuquerque at an astonishing rate
during the past few years, so rapidly
that there are scarcely any of them
left. It will keep on diminishing all
over the territory as the people become educated and as you who are
,
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GEORGE A. rWJCKETT

or hesitate and DteoonattaaM until EXAWINATIONS FOR CIVU. .. . .
they see hoV it Is gnnvtng out, end
T. ,J.r SERVICE POSITIONS.
jjasftt

Payton Drug, Book

&

-

ready-mad-

Washington, Din IS. Uaole Sam
wants twpF chaufars and Ue
service commission is holding e
nations today in an atempt to secure
them. One of the fortunate applicants
will drive a ear for the use of the officials of the quartermaster's depart
ment in Washington while the other
will be stationed at West Point. The
salary offered by Uncle Sam is $1,200
a year, which is not as much as the
expert driver can command from any
wealthy motoring enthusiast.
Owing to the increasing flood of Immigration, Uncle Samuel is also hard
up for interpreters and examinations
to fill vacancies in this branch of the
government service are being held in
many cities today. It is desired to
secure men having a speaking acquain
tance with German, French, Hebrew,
Italian, Greek, Arabic, Yiddish. Hungarian, Russian and all other tongues
from Hottentot to Chinese. Salary is

SUPPLIES
Those that have any office work of any kind
and need anything that a first class up
office shoukThave, such as books, writing
stationery etc., would do well to see
our stock of thesH fjoods, we have a full line of
everything you will need.
to-dat- e

ls,

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Co.
The Home of the "Victor in Roswell."

See Our

$1,200.

Thirteen vacancies are to be filled
today and tomorrow
educated go out among them and for positions as aides in the coast and
survey. Great difficulty has
teach them the real meaning of in- geodetic
been experienced in filling these podependence and freedom.
sitions, probably owing to the fact
o
that applicants, while required to posPRESBYTERIAN CHURCHES
sess considerable expert knowledge,
WILL BE REUNITED. receive salaries of only $700 to $900
Columbus. O., 12. The 119th gener- a year.
al assembly
of the Presbyterian
church will meet in this city next
A LAND OF ORCHARDS.
Thursday and continue in session for Editor of The Earth:
been
ten days. Preparations have
Meeting an old friend this morning,
made for the entertainment of sever- recalls to mind the various and many
al thousand visitors, including dele- experiences which Jhe writer has met
gates.
For the first time the Cumberland and the changes and advancement
Presbyterian church will be represent which this part of the Great Pecos
ed by about 300 delegates, that body Valley has undergone in the short
having voted a year ago to affiliate time of twelve years.
I came into the valley in 1895 via.
with the Presbyterian church.
Rev. Dr. Landrith of Nashville, Pecos City, owing to the railroad beTenn., the last moderators of the Cum ing only partially completed. The end
berland Presbyterian Church, will be of our journey was the town of Hagin the pulpit and preach the opening erman, a town of name only, no hosermon Thursday May 16.
tel, not even a depot. The first small
building to accommodate a
The election of a moderator for the frame
combined churches will be taken up stock of groceries was being put up.
on the afternoon of the first day. The
by examinations

Mouldings, Sash,

Doors,
may regard the
The
Oak, Ash, Hickory,
Hagerman incident as closed if they
Joyce-Pro.Co.
Two .loo North of
Redwood, Fir, Cypress,
An outlaw
wish; but the people have just bePoplar, Kaeswood. (Ydar. Li ice,
course, must occasionally offend some come thoroughly
awakened to the
Cement, Plaster, liiass, Plate,
people who imagine that the burden need of keeping up the fight until the
and
Bur sum. Frost, Andrews
Fancy .Mamies, Crates, Tiling
of the whole cosmology rests upon old
territory
been
have
citizens
this
of
Llewellyn organization is destroyed
their shoulders. But It does people root and branch.
trained so as to see straight and to
good .to be shaken up a little once
take a comprehensive and intelligent
been pracin awhile. The Parson hasprocess
Even if Judge Cooley, or somebody view of the situation that confronts
himtically scrambled in the
first, Grover Cleve- them, then and only then, will a gen
self. One of the first things he learn- else, did say ait vital
land uttered
truth when he eral public sentiment be formed that
ed in life, after he began to suspect said,
office
"Public
is a public trust." will result in the peramnent correcthat the schools do not teach it all, It should
be
never
a prize for tion of those evils which have so long
made
was that the world in general didn't
injured our territory and retarded its
care a continental what he thought mere "loyalty" to a party boss.
progress.
As long as our opinions
about It, then to get even he decided
men
at first to let the world go to the
A man with six years experience are taken second hand from
bedevil if it wanted to. Later he
blind, had he been whose actions are directed not by the
teaching
in
the
came convinced that he couldn't get hired sooner, might have been able ultimate good to be accomplished to
the whole community, but by the im
along very well without the world,
to show the school .board the way mediate results to be obtained by them
even if it could get along without out
the wilderness without cutting personally just so long will we re
him; and finally he was reconciled the of
trees.
main in imental, moral and political
to the fact that his own opinions
bondage, selling for a mess of pot
were about as unimportant as those
When Mr. Curry arrives he will tage the glorious privilege of intel
of anybody else that the truth is the
the brith-rlgb- t
truth, whether told by a friend or an find in office many of the same old lectual freedom, which is you
underDo
of every man.
enemy. Friends flatter, but they do rascals that Mr. Hagerman cleaned
our out "The people be d d" say the stand the privilege that such freedom candidates for this office are Rev. W.
it honestly. Enemies exaggerate
involves? Do you realize 'now infin H. Roberts of Philadelphia, who has
faults bat they, too, are usually sin political bosses.
itely humiliating and horribly degrad been stated clerk for years; Rev. Dr.
cere in soite of beln overneated.
Until yon can accept this philosoRead the article on "The West at ing it .must be for a man to be forced Francis Marsten, formerly of New
phy as your buckler and shield against Home."
There is a great deal of in order to maintain a temporary ad- York; Dr. F. F. Scovell, former presithe nettv stinxs and bruises of daily truth in it, whether you have ever vantage or retain some transitory pow- dent of Worcester University and Dr.
contact with a world in which nearly
er to acquiesce in opinions and adopt W. O. Thompson, president of Ohio
every fellow is lighting for himself noticed it or not.
policies which he knows to be wrong State University.
The last two are
alone, the Parson would aavise you
FOR SALE.
and sanction the acts of men whose not avowed candidates, but friends are
to keep out of the newspaper bus!
While worrying about the lack of motives he is convinced are base and working for them.
even
or
FOR
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Land scrlp.- - W. G.
nees, law, politics, preaching,
poets in America, Ambassador Bryce unworthy? And yet that is what ma
school teaching. Doctors can charge should not forget that England's roll ny men of culture, refinement and edu ANOTHER VICTIM OF
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are doiner at the oresent time:
great poets also is written on cation
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can wta real friends by pretense or
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where
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white burFOR SALE:
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hypocrisy of any kind getting votes
The new Immigration Bureau has watchword and each man is supposed stated that:
F.
ros, 210 S. Kentucky ave.
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Angered because her
is only a temporary proposition. Like- started out as though It Intended to to be as independent as every other
ness of nature is the only thing that advertise the resources of the Terri- one. That is what, often indeed, with- Allbright, had come home intoxicated FOR SALE:
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tory, instead of merely booming the
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out realizing it, thousands of people by his violent actions, Mrs. Mattie
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other and the less an honest person business of the public printer.
of this territory have been doing for Connally killed the man by shooting
worries about what other people think
years. They have assented without him with a shotgun as he lay in a stu FOR SALE CHEAP:
Studebaker
of him the truer friends he will have
by comSpeaking
government
of
edicts por in his bed. The tragedy occurred
question to the
buggy, almost new, 'phone 79. 62tf
and perhaps the more open enemies mission one or two men always run of
the unprincipled leaders, and obey- at Masville last night, and on eviAn enemv in the ODen is often just a city council or a school board anywithout protest the commands of dence secured by the Coroner, Mrs. FOR SALE:
8 H .P. gasoline enthe spur you need, if you are 'made way, so what's the use of the extra ed
men who have no more right ,to give Connally has been lodged in jail, and
gine. L. K. McGaffey, 108 N. Main
of the right kind of stuff and nave ones.
them and are not half as well quail Charlie Charterick, a
street,
boy
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the sense to profit by criticism which
fled to form just and equitable con has been put in jail as an accessory.
303 NORTH flAIN ST., ROSWELL, N. M.
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Dye Works.

Abstracts.

Mens' Furnishers.

Most complete K. C. DYE WORKS : Recently estab-- E. H. WILLIAMS & CO. The only
BELL.
and pressing exclusive Men's Furnishers in the
set abstract books In Pecos Valley. uaned Here. Cleaning paoae
517.
Twenty-fiv- e
Pecos Valley.
suits made to order,
years experience.

CARLTON

&

CHAVES COUNTY ABSTRACT CO.
F. P. Gayle, manager. Rename and
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prompt.

club-wome-

n
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s,

Electricians.

Photographers.

& CO. Successors
to Walton
BERNARD
GUNSUL.
Electrical HESS
First class photographs,
enlarge
Contractor, 303 N. Main,
'phone ments,
and views.
141. Agent General Electric Co. AH
Architects.
kinds of electric work.
O. C. Nelson
J. M. Nelson.
Painters & Paper Hangers.
J. M. NELSON CO.. Architects.
Roswell, N. M
Oklahoma Blk.
L. COOPER.
E.
Painter and naoer
Furniture Stores.
hanger. My painting is first class.
I hang paper the right way. Phone
DILLEY FURNITURE CO. Swellest
Butcher Shops.
3tZ6!
line of furniture in Roswell. See us ZJ.O.
T. C. MEAT MARKET. Fresh meats for Refrigerators.
staple and fancy groceries.
W W. OGLE. Everything from a Public Service Corporations.
knitting needle to an elephant, also
V. S. MEAT MARKET
Keeps noth
ROSWELL ELECTRIC LIGHT CO.
ing but the best. Quality our Furniture and Hardware.
The best light and power. Phone
motto.
131 and 150.
Fire Insurance.
THE
SACRAMENTO
MARKET.
107 N. Main. Phone 425. It's tht
Piano Tuners.
R. L. & T. H. M ALONE:
Office over
place to buy your meat.
First National Bank, phone 262. Let GOOD TUNERS, like good pianos
STAR MEAT MARKET. The place us protect you against loss by fire.
are scarce. Try Bernard Pos, the
for good corn fed beef and all othpiano tuner for both. Oppo
Represent expert
er meats, 123 N. Main st. 'Phone KELLAHIN &CALFEE.
ing nothing but reliable and safe site P. O., 'phone 85.
56.
fire insurance companies.
Insure
with us. 303 N. Main St,
Printing

Bake Shops.

PPRINTING:
Cards, posters, com
Grocery Stores.
mercial stationery, booklets, cata
HOME BAKERY. Fresh bread cakes
logues.
every
pies,
Daily
iay.
and
The
made fresh
Record.
WESTERN
GROCERY
CO. The
Special orders for parties, etc.
leading grocery store, nothing but
Racket Store.
tae best.
Blacksmith Shops.
THE RACKET STORE. Dealer in
'ASH
GROCERY. Kirkpatrick & Notions, China, graniteware and
THE TEXAS SHOP. Rubber tires. Prunty, Prop. Strictly cash. Our cooking utensils.
groceries are the best.
horse shoeing,
wheelwork,
and tire setting.
Real Estate.
Grain, Fuel & Hide Dealers.
T. M. RABB'S SHOP.
All kinds of
COOPER & MILLICE. Real Estate,
blackamitbing
and
wood work ROSWELL WOOL & HIDE CO. Let Room 8, Texas Block.
Rubber tires and horseshoeing my us furnish you with your Grain. Coal
& BELL Do the largest
specialty.
and wood, we buy hides, phone 39 CARLTON
reaj estate business m the city, if
ROSWELL TRADING
CO.
Coal
you are in the market to buy or
Book Store.
Hay, and Grain. Always the best. sell, see us.
East Second St... Phone 126.
INGERSOLL'S BOOK STORE. Lat
EDWARD A. FINNEGAN.
Garst
Bldg. (210 N. Main). I sell strictly
est books, stationery and periodi&
Harness
Saddlery.
per
on
o
cals.
cent commission.
& CALFEE.
U. F. PATTERSON.
Real es
Manufactures KELLAHIN
the finest line of leather goods in tate. Make a specialty on city pro
Billiard-Poo- l
Halls.
perty. 303 N. Main St.
the Pecos Valley.
BOWLING. BILLIARDS,
GILMORE & FLEMING:
POOL
Real Es
Brunswick
Balke Coll. Co. equip-- ;
Hardware Stores.
tate and Live Stock. Garst Build
ment. Geo. B. Jewett, Prop.
ROSWELL HARDWARE CO. Wholel ing, Room No. 8.
sale and retail hardware, pipe,
pumps, gasoline
engines, fencing. List your property at lowest possible
Bottling Works.
price with Miss Nell R. Moore, rear
THE
ENTERPRISE
HARDWARE
CO. Roswell's growing
hardware American Nat'l Bank, 'phone 47.
KIRBY'S BOTTLING WORKS.
So.
Main St. Refresh your memory by store, the place where you can find
phoning No. 163 for a case of Kir-by- ' just what you want in hardware,
Ready-to-weApparel.
322 N. Main.
3 Best.
W. P. LEWIS
CO.
HARDWARE
THE MORRISON BROS. STORE
me largest house in the West. Po- - Outfitters in ready to wear apparel
Building and Loan Associations nte attention, complete stock andj for men, women and children. Mil
right prices. We solicit your bus!-- ' linery a specialty.
See R. H. McCune in Patterson's ness. first ana Mam.
harness store for loans or homes on
Seed Store.
easy payments.
Hotels.
&
THE
ROSWELL
PRODUCE
new
GILKESON:
THE
Roswell's
SEED CO. All kinds of field and
hotel, rooms with private bath. All garden
seed, write for catalogue.
Candy Store.
accommodations
first class.
One
Block West of PostofHce.
KIPLING'S CANDY STORE
Finest
Shoe Stores.
European
CAPITAN
HOTEL.
line of candies,
shelled nuts, ci ELplan.
Rooms, 50c; meals, 25c. One THE
gars. Hot and cold drinks.
PEELER SHOE STORE. Only
block west of depot.
exclusive
shoe store. Peters and
GRAND CENTRAL
HOTEL: New Stetson shoes our specials.
management.
De&
Woodruff
Civil Engineer.
Freest. Best and largest. Centrally
Second Hand Stores.
ly
located.
Survey-- !
JAS. LLOYD THOMPSON.
Con- HOTEL
ing. Designing and Drafting.
SHELBY:
New manage MORGAN'S SECOND HAND STORE.
crete work a specialty. All work ment. The leading hotel of the city. Dealer in new and second hand
guaranteed. Office, Room 9, Garst H. Kercheval, Prop.
goods.
Building.
12t26
ROSWELL HOTEL
The Dollar anOSWELL SECOND HAND STORE.
Day House, 300 feet west of depot. New and second hand furniture,
100-0N. Main.
Hills & Rogers,
Contractors and Builders.
Prop. Phone 69.
Jewelry
Stores.
T. R EVER MAN.
See me befor
SECOND HAND STORE.
you build. My estimates are based HARRY MORRISON.
The leading MAKIN'S
Highest
prices paid for second
on figures. 25 years experience. Sat and exclusive
jeweler.
Watches, Hand
goods. Phone 227.
isfaction guaranteed. Phone 107.
diamonds, jewelry, rich cut glass
and hand painted China, Sterling
GARRETT ft SPARKS.
Contractors and plated silverware.
Sanatorium
and Buiders. Painting and paper- - L. B. BOELLNBR. Roswell's 'best
hanging. P. O. Box 566 459 E. 5th. jeweler. .A full line cut glass, hand ROSWELL TENT CITY AND SANA
painted China, diamonds, etc.
Dr. C. L
TORIUM, Incorporated.
Parsons, Manager.
C. FEINBERG
Roswell's new JewDepartment Stores.
N.
eler. Call and see me, at 203
Main St. A swell line of Jewelry.
JAFFA. PRAGER & CO. Dry goods
Surety Companies.
We repair watches, all work guarclothing, groceries and ranch sup
anteed.
R. H. McCune, agent U. S. Fidelity
plies.
& Guaranty Co. Bonds on short notice
Lumber
Yards.
JOYCE-PRUI- T
Goods,
Bry
CO.
Clothing. Groceries, etc. The larg- PECOS VALLEY LUMBER CO.
Lumber, shingles, doors, lime, ce
est supply house in the Southwest.
Tailors.
ment, paints, varnish and glass.
Wholesale and Retail.
W. P. WOOD:
Tailor made suit3.
ROSWELL LUMBER CO.
Oldest
North
and pressing, 118
yard in Roswell. See us for Cleaning
lumber
Drug Stores.
all kinds of building materials and Main St. Phone 409.
ROSWELL DRUG A JEWELRY CO. paint.
Transfers.
Oldest drug store in Roswell. All KEMP LUMBER CO. Call on us for!
things
BALLARD. The Reliable
Shingles, etc. We treatiROBERT
Lumber,
you right. East 4th St.
Transfer man. Down town phone
DANIEL DRUG CO. Headquarters,
224. Residence phone 426.
paper,
paints,
var
for drugs, wall
Life Insurance.
nish.
CAPITAL LIFE INSURANCE CO
Undertakers.
PAYTON DRUG, BOOK & ST A. CO
Denver Col., A Western Co., .for the! DILLEY & SON. Undertakers. Pripeople.
divM
largest
Western
The
goods
and
Sporting
curios. Prescrip
prompt service.
payer In the business. See us vate ambulance,
tions filled with the utmost care dend
Under
you buy, no trouble to show ULLERY FURNITURE CO.
before
37t26
and accuracy.
our policy. Horace A Lay Manager. takers. 'Phone No. 75 or No. 111.
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one except the secretary had called hers in touch with the important
things of the world; it united ffiem fa
on ner.
In a week the Pushtons were an in helpful study. In some instances St
part
of the community: in a has done much more. Many a Westtegral
month they had established them ern city has a public library, because
unselfishly tolled, giving
selves firmly; in three the father was
running for Councilman and the moth "rummage" sales and entertainments,
soliciting books and funds. More than
er had entertained the Aid Society
they were practically as much a part one has cleaner streets, beauty spots
of the town as of they had come m and more sightly public grounds bewith those who staked out the origi- cause of 'the work of the women's
clubs. It is difficult to maintain an
nal city limits.
Only one class of homes did they afternoon bridge club in the West
find it difficult to enter those of the but a literary organization meets yeai
dozen or more "first families" who after year withyouunabated zeal.
move to a big city?'
"Why don't
prided themselves on being the original "old settlers." These had lived asked a visitor of the Major.
"Why should I? What does the city
cabins when the town
in one-roowas very young; they now lived 'in man possess that I do not?" was the
electhe best houses and owned an aston- reply. "We have water-workishing number of city lots scattered tric lights with a day current for mathru the most valuable portions mt chinery in my store, local and longtelephones in my home and
the town site. They welcomed file distance
business place, sewers, good schools,
Pushtons as additions to the popula- with
preparing for
tion and were glad to have the busi- college,the high school
morning papers delivered beness firms prosper, but it took cremore
breakfast what
has 'the
dentials of unusual sort ,to gain entree fore
to their social set. Naturally this was city man?"
might
He
soon
added
have
that
limited, for only a few could be did
will unite the
settlers when so many came and went towns, andtrolley lines
that paving and gas are
with each passing year perhaps
those who strayed through the vicissi- on the way.
Easterner does not understand
tudes of trial and triumph were enti allThe
this unless he has seen the West
tled to preen themselves somewhat he
to grasp it from printed pages
Anyhow, the Pushtons and their It fails
would be a good investment for
friends did not care the newer set any
Western State to send a portfotlers were vastly In majority.
lio
a thousand photographs, show
The Pushtons were not surprised at ing of
its homes, is farms, is towns, to
their generous social acceptance
every leading citizen on the Atlantic
they had been through similar exper slope.
iences el sewn ere; the town was not
In the town whence the Pushtons
excited scores of other families had
done the same. It was the typical came the "opera house" was over a
store; in their new home
Western attitude toward new comers hardware
indicative of the hearty eomradship it was modern, though limited in size
and was called a "theater." Not much
marking a plains community.
something to have
The Eastern town grew; the West going on? Is it not twenty
thirty cent
ern town was made and is yet being three weeks of ten
repertoire
during
the season? Then
made. Any one who will assist in the
how
Her
about
Sake," "The Hid"For
making is welcome; only those who
Hand," three minstrel shows, and
hinder are repulsed. The loyal dwel- den
of Shakespeare? To be
ler in a Western village or town sees two evenings
the scenery of "As You Like It"
"the substance of things hoped for" sure
was much the same as in "The Little
long before the actuality arrives.
The Commercial Club did not secure Homestead," and electric lamps from
the wholesale house nor the railway, the china store were used effectively
on Petrnchio's
banquet
table but
those are trivialities
Then the lecture course the delectation of the serious minded. Two or
three glee clubs entertain, a scientist
expounds, and some famous men in

,

"

Have You
cottage for sale? I
have buyers for cottage
homes ranging from
A

$1000 to $2000. Give
me a trial if you want

e.

Bronx.
Nor is this all. In nearly every
town is more than one who has travel
ed in Europe; the college alumni are
numerous enough for a colony. The
other day a woman in a little
city died, and the local paper mentioned that one son was at
Princeton, another was loading a
steamer at Mobile, to start for Rio
.lanerio, one daughter was in California, and another was enjoying, in an
automobile, a bridal tour of Europe.
Occasionally the East shows its unconsciousness of this Western world
knowledge. For instance, a famous
New York author was introduced a
few months ago to a Kansas woman,
in a
and learned that she resides
town of less than two thousand population, nearly two hundred imiles west
of the Missouri river. After her return home he sent "ner "A Tale of Two
Cities" and Browning's poems, with
the hope that she would find solace
therein for her isolation," evidently
commiserating her sad fate. It happens that her dwelling is furnace heat
ed, lighted with electricity, equipped
with hot and cold water, that she belongs to three clubs, has a library of
several hundred well selected books,
rides in her own motor car, and has
traveled far more extensively than he.
Six months after the arrival the
Pushtons' baby died. The modest
parlor its figured Brussels carpet
comparatively few houses yet have
hardwood floors was a smile
with
masses of flowers sent by the neighbors, the lodges, the societies. The
church choir sang; the house and
porch were filled with sympathetic
friends; it was as if they had been
among these people all of their lives.
The family could scarce distinguish
between lodge and church in the kind
offices nor was it necessary that they
should do so, for the memberships
were largely identical. The local paper expressed "the sympathy of the
entire community," and told how "a
large concourse of friends and neigh-- ,
bors followed the little form to its
last resting place, showing the high
respect in which the family is held."
It is not worth while to live among
neighbors of this sort?
These kindly expression
of the
Western church and lodge are their
strength. The deficiency of the church
lies in its constant struggle against
the business activity and ambition of
the congregation. "I can get money
enough from the men of .my church,
but I can't get their time and attention," one minister expressed it. But
despite their number altogether too
great in most towns the organiza
n

to sell.

ar

2

struct.
You mistake if you think the West
erner out of touch with the world. The
greatest preachers, the leading au
thors, the famous generals and states
men, are brought year after year to
towns through the unit
ed efforts of those having the good
of communities at heart. The dweller in central Nebraska probably saw
and heard the famous Senator before
he appeared to the resident of the

R. H. McCune
In Patterson's Harness Store.
but it held meetings to talk about
them, and in these were the business
men brought close together. The

unity of the town's purpose was established. In a sense, the club headquarters took the place of the hotel porch
where the Major's father and grand
father had met with other worthies
"back East." The Western town has
no such forum in its younger days.
As communities become mature, certain stores and offices often are places
where those who "do things" gather,
but at the Commercial Club is the
formal ratification of plans.
"The Western local paper is publish
ed for about thirty subscribers," said
an editor, now a Congressman, who
has been through one of the West's
most remarkable boom experiences.
ts succeeding depression, and its re
"Twenty to thir
gained prosperity.
ty men decide the destiny of the
town; the others follow. If these be
convinced, the work will be done."
This is because the town's dwel
lers are busy. It Is no slight thing
to build a business and to establish
a nome on nmitea capital, as nave
Little
the Western business men.
time can be given to things not directly and concretely applicable to inBecause of this
dividual progress.
the social club, as the Eastern ciiy
man knows it, is rare it is confined
to the larger business centers. The
towns and villages, save in rare in
stances, have too little leisure for

that.

Major Pushton belonged to three of
the eighteen lodges. He joined three
more. It was businesslike to do so.
both because of the cheap life insurance secured and for social advantages attained. Mrs. Pushton and the
lodge.
girls joined an "auxiliary"
During winter evenings the weekly
meetings of the lodges furnished con-

stant entertainment.
Initiations were the least of this.
Following "work" came what the lo
cal paper called a "social hour." The
floor was cleared of altar and symbolic paraphernalia; the piano was bro't
forward: singing and dancing, with
possibly lunch furnished in the
brought pleasure to every
member. The doctor's daughter and
drayman's son were on the floor together: the lawyer danced with the
plasterer's wife. Cosmopolitan, good
natured. friendly, it was a common
expression of one social feature of

tions live and share
prosperity
their members.
Philanthropy is little developed, be
cause save in a few large cities It is
little needed. In scores of counties
are no alimhouses ; in many others the
institutions are empty except for a
few decrepit unfortunates. City' mission societies
smaller towns
d
Christmas
send
baskets
In-fh-

well-fille-

SWBK
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but do not invtalfi!Ifl WW
Major Purtoj was not elected to
the council owing to the stronger candidacy of a grocer in the next block,
but was rather glad of it, as he had
ho ambitions for' municipal honors.
The campaign was good natured. The
bitterness of local politics lessens as
the West grows busier and more pros
perous. .Men see that it Is better to
upbuilding .of the town
unite for
'ban to fight over offices that carry
with them only labor and anxiety.
"Town rows" that once afflicted com
unities because of the unreasoning
antagonisms of factions are dying out
it has been discovered .that they do
ity of
not pay. Town loyalty and
nterest are stronger than before.
When a few men, who had laid out
the ftowBSite, and who bad grown rich
rom selling lots fought each other for
precedence, the populace, largely . in
debt to one or the other of the lead
ers, took sides. Now, when mortgag- s are rare, when even the day labor-- r

nd occasionally look after, some fam-lwhere sickness has taken 'the wage
earner that is about all. Poverty in
ts usual form is practically unknown
n the great plains region.
Hence
he churches have the spiritual work
n overwhelming preponderance, and
their appeal is less heeded perhaps
by the busy Westerner than would be
a personal, material demand on his
helpfulness.
The Pushton children went to the
public schools, as did practically every child in the community. The ban
ker's son sat with the bricklayer's son
and the doctor's daughter with the laborer's girl. When the high school
process
was reached, a weeding-ou- t
Classes were depleted
commenced.
owns his home, men demand intel
pupils left
because the backward
school to work or attended a business J ligent business progress, good ' will.
college where for a fee a complete ed- and
in public transac
ucation for life, was promised in .three tions.
months.
One day a stranger came into Major
The weakness of the Western school Pushton's store and wseated to buy It
system in the towns is that it does
otherwise he would start a rival esHe had just sold out in
not provide for the boy and girl who tablishment.
west. Pushton acdesire to work partly with their hands a village farther
offer,
cepted
and announced that
the
and need early preparation for earntown
would move to a college
ing a livelihood. Se many improve- he
where the younger children might obments are needed, tax levies are so tain
better education.
nearly to the limit, demands on the
news of the Pushton's approach
school boards are so many, that man- ingThedeparture
d
was followed by
ual training and kindred plans are too
expressions of .the community's
often omitted. Too many pupils leave regret and good will. .Mother's Sunschool in the early grammar and high day school class gave her a surprise
school years. The encouraging thing party; the Ancient Order of Trustful
is that this is being realized and cor- Knights had a farewell supper and a
rected. Broader plans for academic dance in the family's honor; there
education are being made, and the was a few friendly calls. But changcoming generation is encouraged to es are many in the West, and the sorseek college training. With increased row of parting cannot run deep nor
prosperity .this i3 more easily obtain- long.
ed than of old.
A dozen young folks were at the sta
to the sons and
The man who cleaned Pushton's tion to say good-bye
lawn owned his own home, earned by daughters; two or three business
neighbors
came in hurrid-ly- ,
his own toil. His daughter delivered friend and
but the train was late, and they
the valedictory of the Pushton girl's
class: she came to .the Pushton did not wait.
In the same issue of the local paper
home to the class party; the same dethat expressed regret at losing "so
mocracy extended into her later years good
a citizen," but adding, "We wish
when she had become the wife of a
Pushton much prosperity in his
grocer and a member of the literary Major
new home," was this item: "M. P.
club that so eagerly elected Mrs. Martin,
who recently bought the Push-to- n
Pushton. Opportunity for young peostore, arrived with his family this
ple is ever present in the Western
town but It depends there as else- afternoon. They will reside on West
where on themselves, on their parents Sixth. We welcome them to our
energy and ambition. midst ; they will be a valuable addition
on
"Once every body here went to to our social and business life."
everything," said an old .timer to MaGrowth in the western town means
jor Pushton one day, "but now there this sequence over and over again.
are cliques and crowds,"
He forgot
that onoe all the eligibles could gather in the hotel dining room or in the The Pecos Valley Small Farmer.
town hall now it is impossible be- Editor of The Earth:
Having been engaged in the irrigacause the village has become a "city"
Society is spasmodic in the average tion business for the past eighteen
sized Western town. A tea, an occa
Mexico,
sional dinner party, more rarely a re- years in Arizona and New
ception that is the list. Major Push-to- and the eleven last past in the Pehad no dress suit, but he was not cos Valley, I feel justified in saying
out of style. When the richest man Miat any one, wishing to farm or garin town gave a reception to open bis den, for pleasure or profit, cannot
new house, half the men wore sack
a mistake by investigating the
coats and cutaways, a few were in make
of the Pecos Valley. The
Tuxedos, a minority in "Prince Al- resources
returns per acre of irrigatberts" and "swallowtail," as they enormous
ed land, when properly cared for, are
were known locally. A
something wonderful, and each crop
man recently went on a day's trip to seems
to enrich rather than impovattend m afternoon reception and an erish the
land, as is the case in reevening dinner party. It was consid- gions of abundant
The man
newspaper
notice that of moderate means rainfall.
ered worthy of
has a chance to
he took a trunk and made three Chang get
start here by buying a few acres
es of clothing while absent from his at aa time,
thus add to his posseshome. But all that is passing rapidly, sions as heand
grows in .grace and knowand in the larger towns even the op- ledge of the Pecos Valley. It is not
era hat may be worn without ey":.ting uncommon to hear a farmer reporting
remark.
and four and sometimes five
Preceding the elder Pushton girl's three
hundred dollars per acre income from
marriage, was a series of showers, his
orchard or truck farms.
breakfasts, luncheons, and teas. S.ie
farms here toof the
was the town's princess for two weeks dayMany
producing better net incomes
The local paper devoted a column to than are
e
160 and
faims back
the doings in her honor. All seemed East, the
and leave the small farmer a
to enjoy the opportunity to have a chance
his more fortunate
part in fnepre-nuptia- l
joy. The wed- neighbor toa help
day now and then (and hi.s
ding itself was at her home ("church services always demand a good price)
weddings arf rare), and was simple and thereby keep his bank account
and cherry. Her attendants were a in good repair.
dozen young girls including the Jaugh
Of course, it takes men of means
ter of a carpenter and the daughter of to fully develop any new country, and
n
neighbor wo we need them here, and they are
a Senator. A
men helped serve the supper.
The coming. But what we most need is
only
known as the man behind the plow, the enertown's
duty
two
was
on
hours getic, systematic farmer. Our climate
"cab"
for
getting guests there, and'for two more is mild and healthful; do not know
taking them away. The banker and of its equal anywhere. Here at
and his wife were very late, the har
we have a mineral well which
ness maker and his wife having their has been curing people of stomach
carriage order ahead.
troubles and other ailments for the
In the meanwhile, business was on past eight years. It is just beginning
ly fairly satisfactory. Too many retail to attract attention. Persons having
stores for the trade cut down profits. been here and tested its curative qual
Rivalry was keen. The hope of town ities are having the water shipped to
growth, the eagerness to Teap a boom them in different parts of the United
W. E. BOWEN.
prosperity, keeps the number of store States.
Hagerman, N. M.
keepers disproportionately high. The
policy,
will
and
banks have a liberal
"carry" the enterprising, competent
Homestead Entries Expire.
Washington, May 15. The exten.merchant through financial difficulties
The older business houses are grad- sion granted by the house at the last
ually expanding into department stor- session for the establishment of resmade
es; usally one or more may be found idence by persons who had
in the city of three .thousand popula home stead entry on lands in the
Minnetion or over. These do not gather all states of North Dakota, Idaho,
the trade, but they have souk advan- sota, Montana, Washington, and Wytage in close margins over the small oming, expires today. Under the law
retailer. Then there is the constant the period expired December 1, 1906,
intrusion of the mailorder house, with but the delay until today was granted
its bulky catalogue and its attractive by congress. The provision also apadvertisements. Thousands of dollars plied to soldiers' declaratory
in trade go out of every considerable
y
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supper-

THE WEST
AT H0M
(By Charles Moreau HargeT.)
In The Outlook.
When the Pushton family moved a
hundred miles across the country and
landed, weary of riding in a chair car,
at the HtUe prairie city where Major
Pushton had purchased a store, its
embers knew no one on the town site.
But they were eligible that is, the
father was a likeable, energetic citi-seand the mother seemed sensible and intelligent; the girls were
bright and capable, the hoys sturdy.
They bad lived In three different midwest States in six years; tike thousands of other Westerners, father was
restless, always eager lor a change.
The local, paper said they would be
"a valuable addition to our social and
business life."
In two days they were "settled."
The third was Sunday and they walked up sad down the streets, viewing

actually
dence that the town was
alive.
"Best town in this part of the State
explained a new acquaintance. "It
does things. Folks who go away always want to come back and some of
'em do. It's a good place to live in."
It is a favorite theory of every wesand cement block bases.
tern town that all its former residents
Some of the stores were frame, are pining for the old home and in
their abnormal square fronts hiding view of the rapid shifting of populashrinking gables; others were single tion this idea includes a large constistory bricks with wide windows most tuency. The towns are sincere in
ly millinery and "racket emporiums;
wanting their wanderers to return
here was an architectural monstrosi-- 1 The other day a business men's meet
ty; there a thoroughly satisfactory iQg was held in a little prairie village,
creation in good taste and solid worth, jae resolutions were adopted beseech- extravagance builjing a former attorney, several years
or a boom-tim- e
money but most moved away and who had delayed his
with Easterners'
plain
buildings, eree retrogression unaccountably, to "come
were substantial,
ted for use and not for show.
home." What Eastern town would do
The city bail, for which the popu- that?
lation of four thousand had bonded
Monday evening Major Pushton atits possessions beyond reason, was at tended the Commercial Club session
one side of the business portion, sur- and took active part in discussions con
rounded by farm implements, thresh- corning a bonus for a new wholesale
ing machines, and sheet Iron ware- house and the securing of another rail
A new park was growing way. On Tuesday the girls were inhouses.
On Wednesday
ehn trees; well kept lawns showed vited to a party.
joined the high school, ball
blue grass; schools and churches were Johnny
Pushtoa's
any a church tor every three hund team. On Thursday Mrs.
an to spare. naflpe was proposed for membenahip in
red souls was
Clean roofs and fresh paint save evi- - one of the women's clubs before any
the sights. They saw no dwellings
that had been homes for generations;
instead were artificial types of frontier construction, with here and there,
on newer avenues, prominently modern forms where In careless disregard
of harmony, Corinthian columns some
porch railings
times jointed fret-saw

-room,

newer communities.
Mrs: Pushton had
In girlhood
known the church social, but she did
not find it here. Except for occasional gatherings for young people, the
church confined Its efforts to services
and
in the sanctuary or to suppers
fairs intended to swell its treasury's
receipts. In such comporatively unsociety
fixed and
the
lodge, its income assured by assessment to be paid cn penalty of expulsion, has a freedom and liberality not
easily obtained by the church, which
must win its way by persuasion.
The women's club to which Mrs.
Pushton belonged was one of four.
Its program for the ear included Greek
art, modern literature,
domestic
science, national celebrities, forestry,
current fiction, child study fand H
tried to do something toward the improvement of the town. It was not
wholly successful in this last. Once

We have for sale,

power

at a bargain, a four horse

Fairbanks-Mors- e

GASOLINE ENGINE

ever-occupie- d

it adopted a resolution against

spit-

ting on the sidewalks but nothing
happened.
This It did do it brought its mem- -

Entire outfit in good condition. Apply at
Record office,

.
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SPRAY WHETHER FRUIT IS
KILLED Oft NOT, SAY EXPERTS
From Las Vegas Optic
To-Nig- ht
Fruit growers are writing the Agricultural College experiment station
to know whether or not
it will be necessary to spray their apple trees this year for the codling
moth. The questions are being ask
ed by those who have lost most, ii
not all of their crop by the late cold
weather.
Moving Picture Man.
If no fruit is being borne by the
The Spy.
trees, it will not be necessary to spraj
DON'T THESE LOOK
for this insect, say the expert in
"Waiting
the Church" Song.
departcharge of the enomologlcal
GOOD TO YOU
Lucky Kitten.
ment. Upon the other hand, if there
My
crop
be
light
very
of apples
should be a
"How'd You Like to
the necessity for very thorough spray- ,
?
Beau?" Song.
ing will be greater than in ordinary-yearsbecause the moths will natch
Female Highwayman 1000 ft.
in the usual numbers and will be compelled to concentrate their
about the few apples that the orchard
GROWN-UP- S
is bearing. It is possible that the crop
may be so light in many instances
that the apples may become wormy
in spire of the spraying, and in such
cases I believe it would be wise to destroy all the fruit early in the season
and in this way practically wipe out
the codling moth depredations in your
vicinity for two or three years. In
every section where the apple orW. H. Rhodes returned last night chards bear this year, fruit growers
should support their inspectors in evfrom a trip north.
ery reasonable manner in their efforts
o
get every man who has bearing apH. A. Lay went to AmariJlo this to
ple trees to take care of his codling
morning on business.
moths and destroy all of them as near
ly as possible. In this way some bene
Sheriff Joseph Iang came down M may be derived from a year of exfrom Portales last night.
treme shortage in fruit.
Get the Majestic habit.

Hot Program

AT THE MAJESTIC

at

egg-layin- g

CHILDREN

5 cents 1 0 cents

BoeJlner,
cheaper.

Jeweler,

the

It

has
S7tf

Mrs. J. J. Beck and daughters returned this morning from Artesia.

E. F. Hardwick
went to Artesia
Have you been to the Majestic this
last night to spend two or three days.
week?

o

--

Ed Buss came down from Bovina
B. Boellner,
night to spend three or four days
last
Optician.
Jeweler and
with
friends.
o
Uoa't miss the entertainment toW. D. Mack, a musician from Carlsnight. It begins at eight o'clock.64-t- l
bad, came up this morning to make
o
Ray Horton was up from Hagerman Roswell his home.
o
yesterday and returned home last
J. P. White went to Kenna, and T
night.
D. White went to the Yellow House
Don't miss the FuVoher entertainers ranch this morning.
at the Southern M. E. Church at 8
64-Mrs. W. H. Orahaan returned this
o'clock tonight
morning from a two weeks' trip to
Don't miss the Fulcher Entertain- San Marcos. Tex., and New Orleans.
o
ers at the Southern M. E. church at
Rev. R. W. Lewis
returned last
eight o'clock tonight.
night from a three weeks' revival at
Miss Ethel Van Epps, of Dayton, Haskell. Tex, where forty professions
returned home last night, having of faith were made.
o
spent a day here shopping.
W. S. Dugan and sister. Miss Cora,
Last chance to see those pictures who have been here since February
tonight. They're the best we've ever for the latter's health, left this morning for their home in Butler, Mo.
had. First show starts at 8 o'clock.

Eye

tested tree M L.

tl

Miss Minnie Baxter, of Hagerman.
was here yesterday making proof on
her claim and returned home last
night.
o
Judge Freeman and Mr. Cameron
who have been attending court in
last
Roswell, returned to Carlsbad
night.

I.

Durham,
the cattle inspector,
went to Carlsbad last night to remain two or three days looking after
his duties.
J. M. Coleman, of Albuquerque,

who

has been here representing the Ameri
can Lumber Co., of Albuquerque, left
this morning.
o
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Donah oo went
to Lake Arthur last night to spend a
couple of days looking after their
holdings there.
Landlord George W. Casier, of the
Hotel Schiktz, Carlsbad, was here today on business and shaking hands
with old friends.

Otte Farr, Mrs. Fred Simpson and
Mrs. Kate Town send, of Gridley. Kan.
who have been here for the past
month, left this morning.
o
The last number of tie Lyceum
course tonight, the Fulcher entertainers, at the Southern M. E. Church
tonight. Prices

50

and 36c

64-- tl

Mrs. D. R. Bettlson left last night
for her home in Abilene, Tex., having spent a month here visiting the
family of her father, O. H. McDell.
Mrs. A. E. Graham left last night
for her home in Bscota, Tex., having
been here since December 28 visiting her daughter. Mrs. J. T. Waldrip.
Miss Lillian Garner, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. B. D. Garner, left this
morning for Brown wood. Tex., to
the summer with her grand mo

Fulcher entertainers will give
program at the Southern M. E.
tonight under the auspices of
Military Institute. Admission 50c.
4641
35c
of Dallas. Tex.,
representative of the gasoline engine
department of the International Har- Co., arrived this morning on
t"W.

E. Laubenheim.

TisJC
o

L

C

J. P. Stewart returned to her
la Carlsbad last night. She has
here since Sunday visiting Mrs.

Shirley. She was accompanied
by Miss Effle Vickers. of this
who will visit in Carlsbad a

LINE FROM SILVER
CITY TO SANTA RITA.
Mrs. M. Wenzel, proprietor of the
Santa Rita stage line, has decided to
put on a large auto car between Silver City and Santa Rita, Hanover.
Copper Flat and Central. The
car will arrive in about thirty days
and will be a Reo ten passenger Carry
all. When the car is installed it is
contemplated to make two round trips
a day between the camps above named
and Silver City. It is anticipated that
the round trip can be made in about
three hours. The new line will prove
a great convenience to the residents
of the camps and of Silver City, affording them a pleasant and quick
method of transportation. There is
no stage line connection at present
with Hanover and Fierro and the new-linwill prove a great boon, especially
to the residents of those oamps. Silver City Enterprise.
Silver City is also working to get
a telephone line to El Paso.
AUTO

e

o

KNOWN TO
HAVE PERISHED IN MINE.
12. Ninety
City of Mexico. May
men are supposed to have lost their
lives in a fire which started in the
Tenares Copper Mines at Valardena.
in the state of Durango. last Fridny
night. The fire is still raging and is
said to be beyond control.
Thirty-fiv- e
bodies have been discovered up to the time. Seventeen miners are known .to have escaped. This
Miss Emma E. Anderson, the Ter- information has been conveyed in a
ritorial Baptist missionary, left last special to the Associated Press office
night on a ten days' trip to Lake Ar- in the City of Mexico.
thur and Carlsbad and other points
Heavy Frosts Kill Fruit.
down the valley.
From San Juan County Index.
Later reports are coming in from
James J. Hagerman. of Roswell has various
parts of Colorado and New
Acting
resignation
to
tendered his
Mexico that confirm the early estiGovernor James W. Raynolds, as a mate of heavy fruit losses from the
At Alamogordo
water commissioner of the Territory, freeze of last month. froze
and fruit
hydrants
water
the
once.
at
to take effect
growers report a total loss. In the
Mesilla valley the entire fruit crop
Spurgeon
left this was destroyed and nearly all of the
Mrs. Thomas
morning on her return to her home early vegetables froze. Around Rosthe peaches, apricots and plums
in Iowa City, having visited her well
In
were ruined, and many apples.
daughter. Mrs. J. B. Keaster. since Colorado the western slope it is said
the first of January.
will have nothing but a light apple
crop. In San Juan county New MexiS. I. Roberts, clerk of the district co, the damage to fruit is becoming
may be some
from more visible and therecrop
court, returned this morning
of apples.
orchards with a half
Carlsbad, where he was called by the Peaches, pears and plums are practicreupper
wife,
gone
whom he
except in the
end of
ally
sickness of his
the country where the buds were less
ports to be improved.
advanced. Small fruits seem to be uno
hurt.
Henry Veck. formerly employed on
San Juan county ranchers will plant
the Hondo reservoir work, left last vegetables, sugar beets and other
night for Las Cruces, from w'nere he crops and recoup their loss. It has
will go to the government's project been many years since such a wide
spread loss was sustained in the fruit
at Elephant Butte to work.
section of the West.
E. G. Kluck went to Artesia last
Transfers of Real Estate.
night to see the country, accompaThe following deeds have been filnied by C. A. Slpple, of Nebraska. ed for record in the office of Probate
Mr. Kluck Is here from Falls county, Clerk and Recorder F. P. Gayle:
D. W. Wynn and wife to H. C. Pitts
Texas, looking for a location.
interest in
for $900. a three-fourtlots 1 and 3. block 48. South Roswell,
family
left
C.
this
and
Brown
J.
and lot 5 and the north 100 feet of lot
morning for their home in Port Worth 4. block 2. Mountain View addition to.
a fourth interbut will visit at several places on Roswell ; also for $300
in the above property to I. W.
their way. They have been ftere visit- est
Culp.
ing Bud Wilson and family.
James M. NefT and wife to Alfred
o
Engler. for $250, lot 7, block 56, town
Mrs. E. L. Petey and daughter not mentioned.
W. C. Burrus and wife to Stuart F.
Miss Grace, returned last night from
Loughborough, for $1, lots 8 and 9,
Fort Worth, where they have been block
12. North Spring River addition
since Septem'ber visiting Mrs. Pet-ty'- to Roswell.
Bollinger.
O.
W.
daughter, Mrs.
Ross.
Funeral of
The funeral of the late Edmund G.
"Play Base Ball" with "Cates Base
Ross, former governor of New MexiBall" Card game. Ladies, get a deck co,
and United States Senator from
game
so
of these cards and learn the
Kansas, was held at the Presbyterian
that you will enjoy a real game when church on Silver avenue and Fifth
you attend.
1NGERSOLL BOOK street, at Albuquerque at 3 o'clock
The services
yesterday afternoon.
64-- tf
STORE.
were most solemn and the attendance
was large. The veterans of the Grand
who was Army of the Republic marched from
Mrs. Roy Langenburg.
here several days while her husband the home of the deceased to the
matters, church, where the funeral services
was looking after business
left this morning for her home in were conducted, and afterward followed the body to the grave in Falrview
Fort Worth. Mr. Langenburg left cemetery.
Las Vegas Optic, May 11.
last night for points south.
MANY MPROVEMENTS GOING
J. R. Greenlee and daughter, who
IN AT FORT BAYARD.
J. A. Harlan presented the lowest
have lived in Roswell for the past
1st for
two rears and made their home with bid that was opened on May
construction of 28.000 square feet
Mr. Greenlee's slater, Mrs. F. Divers, the concrete
sidewalks and gutters at
of
left yesterday for their old home In Fort Bayard, says the Silver City
Warrensburg. Mo., where they will Enterprise. So soon as he hears of
the acceptance of his hid. he will bereside.
gin work on this very Important improvement. Should he receive an acA Hit.
ceptance of his bid as la confidently
Have Cruse put on a new set of expected at the hands of the Quarterrubber Aires on that buggy. Only the master Genera of the United States
at Washington he will so we are
heat robber is used. "Goodyear Wir- army
instal at Fort Bayard a com
ing," guaranteed for one year. A new Informed,
piete plant for the manufacture of
shipment just received.
636 Portland cement blocks and brick.
THIRTY-FIV-

E

h

s

Br iglit Kansas Hay

FYve thousand dollars have
now
been expended on the Boulevard and
Capt. Vestal, is informed by the Quartermaster General that five thousand
dollars additional has been allotted
for the building of more macadamized
roaas during the coming fiscal year. A
new set of
staff officers quarters will also be built.
The erection of a steel tank which
is to hold 350,000 gallons of water,
will be begun within the next two
months. The contract for the digging
ii a very large well will also be let
shortly.
The plans and specifications of the
arge double ward building of the
3ame style and pattern, only on a very much larger scale, as the pebble-dasbuilding known as the "Battle
ship" are still in the hands of the
Quartermaster General and it is
known that he is pleased with the
same. It is altogether likely that this
fine and imposing building to take the
place of two sets of the old barracks
buildings standing just south of the
"Battle-Ship- "
will ,be a fact, within
the next year. Still further enlarge
improvement
are in contem
ment and
plation but which have not as yet taken definite shape. All of the above
plainly indicates that the Government
intends that Fort Bayard shall ultimately become one of the greatest
establishments of the kind in the
world.
Matters relating to the control of
the Fort Bayard watershed are still
under consideration and it is probable
that ere long some definite deal may
be consummated and announced.

STAGE BURNED WITH
MONEY IN THE DTSERT,
Los Angeles, Cal., May 15. A story has reached here of the accidental burning of a stage in Death Valley, near Ash Meadows, Sunday, in
which $15,000 .bank bills and $13,00
registered mail were consumed. The
stage Is supposed to have caught fire
from a cigar. The money was consigned to the Greenwater bank.
Cecil Phillips

won

the

"Pinky Panky Poo"
Is the name of a pet dog
owned by Mrs. Patrick Camp
bell, the English actress. The
actual value of this dog is
not to be compared with one
of our

suit of

clothes at the shooting gallery in the
contest which ended last night.

h

the District Court of Chaves County, New Mexico.
Christian F. Harra
Plaintiff,
vs.
No. 943.
Lula M. Dickson and J. M.
Dickson et. al. Defendants.
Notice of Sheriff's Sale.
By virtue and authority of a social execution from the office of the
Clerk of the District Court, in and
for Chaves County, New Mexico, and
to me directed in the above cause and
being No. 913 on the docket of said
count, commanding me to sell the following described real estate and oth
:
er property,
all of that part of
the NW M of the SE'4 of Section 25.
of Township 10, of Range 24 E. that
lays on the East .and North of the
Rio Berrenda, containing 32 acres,
more or less, also such an Interest in
and to what is known as the Crow
and Garrett Ditch as will irrigate the
above described land, also sufficient
water from the Last Chance Ditch to
irrigate one and one-hal- f
acres of land
said water rights not to exceed 108.-00cubic feet of water per acre per
annum, in the County of Chaves and
Territory of New Mexico, and have
charged with a lien under said execu
tion said cause and judgment therein
dated February 12th, A. D. 1907, for
the sum of $908.97. being the debt
damages and $21.20 costs of suit making a total of $930.17. with interest
from the 12th day of February, 1907.
at 11 per cent per annum and costs
to accrue.
I will therefore on the 15th day of
June, 1907. at the hour of ten o'clock
a. m., on that day at the front door
of the Court House in the City of Roswell County and Territory aforesaid,
offer and sell at public auction for
cash in hand to the highest bidder,
the property above described to satisfy said execution and the cost of sale.
C. L. BALLARD,
Sheriff.
By OCY H HERBERT, Deputy.
(Wed.
to
In

to-w-

0

INVESTIGATING COAL AND
TIMBER LAND FRAUDS
Denver, Colo., May 15. The special
Federal grand jury, the first in Denver for many years, called to probe
into coal and timb gi- - land frauds and
mining swindles, convened today. A
dozen witnesses arrived from St,
Louis today. The work will be in the
charge of Ernest Knaebel, special assistant to the U. S. Attorney General,
and Ralph Hartsell, acting LT. S. District Attorney.
Proposals for Bridge.
The Board of County Commissioners of Chaves county, N. M., will on
the 8th day of July, 1907, consider
sealed proposals for the construction
of a public highway bridge, of metal
and concrete. 260 feet long, roadway
6 feet wide, over the Pecos River
at the selected site near Hagerman.
Chaves county, N. M.
Each bidder to furnish plans and
specifications at his own expense,
and a certified check in the sum of
one thousand dollars must accompany each bid to show good faith,
checks to be returned to all except
the successful bidder, and to him on
entering satisfactory contract and
filing approved bond in the sum of
sixty per cent of contract price. Contractor to furnish all material, labor,
bridge,
etc., construct and complete
at his own expense. Bridge to be completed In December, 1907, at which
time one-hal- f
of contract price will be
paid and the other one half to be
paid in June, 1908.
All bids must be filed with the Probate Clerk at Roswell, N. M., not lat;
er than 10 a. m., July 8th, 1907.
Blue print profile of soundings and
elevations may be had on application.
The Board reserves the right to
reject any and all bids.
By Order of the Board,
W. M. ATKINSON,
Chairman.
Roswell. N. M., May IT,. 1907

Visitors arriving from down the
valley this morning were: J. D. Mell.
Bonine, Ben
Bob Perryman, J. W.
Franklin and W. T. Bonine, of Hagerman; N. J. Winchell, J. C. Weaver,
M. M. Brunk and L. W. Goodell, of
Dexter;
J. P. Stewart and N. T.
Wat-kins- ,
Bud
Daugherty. of Carlsbad:
of Artesia, and E. A. Alford, of
Lakewood.

Doings

in

District Court.

MACHINES.

In fact, we think you would prefer the Washer at
the same price. Sold on a guarantee. (The Washer, not the dog.)

We Use

Steffens
Cream
Guaranteed under Pure Food
Law

Do You?

Daniel Drug Company
F. DIVERS, Pres.

EMMETT PATTOIN. V. Pres.

ED. S. QIBBANY, Sec.

Reliable Abstracts

Your abstract should be a reliable, credible history of
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

Phone 330.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

A CHILD IN ARCADY.
When I was a child in Arcady,
When I went down the way
Of the rosy lip and the laughter-gleAnd the nloani of the golden day:
When I was a child in the sunbright
bowers
That poets tell us of,
Oh, you. my sweet, was a little lass
in the land o" April love.

knew ;
Tis Eden, somehow, to think
Of the fields f d'vv and the skies of
blue
Where the little stars stoojH-to
drink.
When I was a c'nild in Arcady
How foolish for me to say
Such tilings to you, when your eyes
of blue
Make Arcadies every day.
When I was a child in Arcady,
And I am a child in Arcady.
I rode on a magic steed,
Right there in this very hour;
And you rode, sweet, on your mamAnd you, my dear, as in yesteryear.
ma's knee
Arc a rose in an April bower.
In the valleys of daring deed
Baltimore Boa.
The seas of song were about out feet.
And weaving away at their loom,
F. Hernadez and .1. S. I.ea
in
The fairies gathered
the garlands the raffle of the guitar given tied
away
sweet
for the benefit of the Mexican base
From fields of the April bloom.
ball team. Mr. Lea relinquuined his
When I was a child in that fair land, claim in favor of Hernandez.
o
I knew King Arthur then.
New York, May 16. That the cou
And the Avon tide and the grew!
duetor on a crosstown street car line
greenwood,
And the haunt of the merry men.
turned out the lights of the car.
I met you once in the fairy faith.
knocked him down and roblx-- him of
When you were a butterfly.
$980 while he was a passenger NfMa
And danced all day in the golden ray
for $800 we can sell you a
the car, was the complaint made to
ft. front fot on Main Street if That fell from the opal sky.
the police today by Antonio Kresnic
sold in next few days.
Carl Doesn't it seem a long while, dear.
a hospital nurse.
aid he
Kresnic
Since we went wandering there.
boarded the car late last night, beton & Befl.
Under the charm of the childhood lieving it would carry him towards
cheer,
Jersey City. Instead the car was no
Coe Howard returned to Portales
When the lion laid down with the tag east. When it stopped at the Bist
this morning.
bear?
river terminal, he declares Uie cou
W. D. Hedrick went to Artesia last It might have been Eden for all we ductio.- - robbed him.
night to remain two or three days.
e

'
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Don't miss the eateirtairnmenit
night. It begins at eight o'clock.64-t-

tol

o

Miss Winnie O'Harra left this morning for her home la Henrietta, I. T.
o

The Fulcher entertainers at
Southern M. E. Church tonight

the

W. E. Wiseley
City Councilman
left this morning for Royal Center,
Indiana, on business.

Mrs. J. M. Davis, of Dallas, and
her friend. Mrs. Critteadea, arrived
last night for a visit of a month or
two with the former's daughter. Mrs.
M.

At a Bargain

64-- tl

Nola Oliver went north this morning in the interest of the Joyce-Prui- t
Company.

A few dopes of this remedy will invariably cure an ordinary attack of
diarrhoea.
It can always be depended upon,
even in the more severe attacks of
cramp colic and cholera morbus.
It is equally successful for summer
diarrhoea and cholera infantum in
children, and is the means of saving
the lives of many children each year.
When reduced with water and
sweetened it is pleasant to take.
Every man of a family should keep
this remedy in his home . Buy it no w.
Large Size, 50c.
Price, 25c.

WASHING

1

District court was occupied yesterday afternoon largely in getting a
jury to try the ease of Jim West,
who is charged with the larceny of
a horse and purchasing stolen goods.
Today the taking of testimony in
this case occupied the attention of
the court.
Judge Pope has issued
John T.
A Home Run.
I am better prepared to turn out McClure a temporary license to practice law, upon recommendation of
work than ever before. Two first-clas- s
blacksmiths. "If you are broke we the bar's committee. The judge has
appointed
Arthur E. Curran U. S.
can fix you."
62t6
Commissioner for Clovis, Roosevelt
TEXAS SHOP.
county.
For Sale.
o
Bids on the old Baptist church, parWomen Medicos Organize.
sonage and lot, will be received by
Shawnee, Okla.., May 15. A wothe undersigned up to June 1st, 1907. man's auxiliary, to be known as the
Right reserved to reject any or all Daughters of the New State Doctors,
was organized at the annual meeting
F. DIVERS,
bids.
of the Oklahoma Medical association,
R. H. KEMP.
62tl2
which is holding its concluding session here today.
Miss Linda Peterson left this mor
ning for an extended visit at her old
5 FOR 800
home in Dayton, la. She will stop on
5 acres of splendid land with
her way for a short visit at Linds-borg- , in one block of Main Street for
Kan. Accompanying her this
An investment here will
morning was Miss Mabel Peterson, $800.
12
per cent interest.
of Pomeroy, la., who has been stop beat
ping with the family of C. V. Peter Carlton & Bell.
son for the past year for her health.
$
She will stop In Atchison, Kan., for
The 800 above means that
a visit.
110
5--

Ocean Wave

High grade Tents, Household Goods
composed of Furniture, Commode
Dressers, Bachelor Stoves, Beds and
Bedding.
CALL
AT
ONCE.

U. Finley.

J500.000 to loan on irrigated farms
Long time loans. Interest payable annually wltn privilege to pay off loan
before due. J. B. Herbst, Financial
Agent, 303 N. Main. opp. P. O.

Spring River Sanitarium

Roswell Trading Company.

Phone 126

